The land use major equips students with a foundation for understanding issues and solving problems that confront the community and environment. The major can be applied to such areas as planning, cartography, geographic information systems, air photo and satellite imagery interpretation, detail and industrial development, recreational land use, population analysis and environmental sciences. For information about these and other careers, please go to www.onetonline.org/.

Job Titles for Land Use Majors

Cartographer  Climatologist  Demographic Specialist
Ecologist  Environmental Scientist  Forest Ranger
Geographer  Geomorphologist  GIS Specialist
Housing Developer  Industrial Ecologist  Intelligence Analyst
Land Use Potential Analyst  Landscape Architect  Map Curator
Military Scientist  Mining Engineer  Park Service Worker
Photo interpreter  Population Analyst  Remote Sensor Specialist
Resource Manager  Satellite Imagery Specialist  Site Location Analyst
Site Selection Expert  Soil Conservationist  Teacher
Terrain Analyst  Transportation Planner  Urban Planner
Hydrologist  Hazardous Substance Engineer  Safety Inspector/Compliance
Cartographer  Climatologist  Officer
Ecologist  Environmental Scientist  Demographic Specialist

Forest Ranger